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Small cell, macrocell and DAS vendors battle for the indoor sweet spot 

 In-building wireless demand rises and each vendor segment has turf to protect 

 DAS sector works on lower cost, digital solutions while small cell platforms scale up 

 Meanwhile, big OEMs harness macro layer control and services capabilities 

As operators‟ and enterprises‟ need to improve in-building wireless coverage becomes more ur-

gent, so the options proliferate. In particular, vendors are trying to discover the sweet spot that 

sits at the intersection between Wi-Fi, DAS and small cells. All these technologies have their 

pros and cons, depending on the size, layout and business requirements of the premises, and of 

course, they will often be combined. However, each category of supplier sees the chance to 

combine the benefits of the various approaches, while keeping their own favored technology at 

the heart. 

 

We see relatively simple 3G small cells adding 4G and Wi-Fi, and becoming scalable; and the 

DAS incumbents pushing their high end offerings into smaller, cheaper and even digital for-

mats. The major OEMs need to safeguard their power bases too. Wi-Fi major Cisco is acquiring 

cellular capabilities and building communications into its dominant networking platforms. 

Ericsson and Huawei have launched solutions – Radio Dot and LampSite respectively – which 

ensure their macro networks stay in play. And while Ericsson may be the most resistant of all to 

the small cells which could disrupt its base station economics, it would be perfectly willing to 

harness the trend for its services business, unveiling its „small cell as a service‟ ahead of Mobile 

World Congress. 

 

Behind the politics, the various options are increasingly coming together as complementary 

rather than warring solutions. Being religious about the actual technology is difficult in address-

ing a challenge as varied and multifaceted as indoor coverage/capacity. That is reflected in the 

membership of the Small Cell Forum, which now includes vendors of DAS, repeater and Wi-Fi 

offerings, and in the broad reach of the documents in its Release Two program – a knowledge 

base of case studies, technical handbooks and business cases for deploying small cells in the en-

terprise. 

 

This reflects the acknowledgement that there is no simple answer, and at least the attractiveness 

of the indoor market is spurring plenty of innovation from many parts of the equipment indus-

try. An interesting question is whether the antenna giants can find a broader role in the indoor 

and enterprise market, beyond the traditional high end niche occupied by expensive, hard-to-

deploy, usually multi-operator DAS systems. DAS may be suited only to very large roll-outs, 

but it has  been a significant source of revenue and profit for its suppliers, and they will be keen 

to push their technologies further into the mass market before small cells – or mini-remote radio 

heads like Radio Dot – colonize the space. 
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